
Inspiration

The inspiration for this little story comes from the wonderful toys in Hans Christian Andersen's fairy tales and a game 
in which the main character is sliced bread. Since I saw some videos of objects such as cans and coke bottles made with 
UV maps, I thought about the possibility of attaching my cartoon-style features to objects. I wanted to build a corner of 
a warm room where the characters could act like human beings.

Process-Modeling

I took a picture of the table at home and made the shape of the table according to the picture. When decorating the 
corners of a table, I found that chamfering is a great way to smooth sharp objects. I held down shift and right click in 
edge mode to quickly select chamfering edges and set the desired number of segments.In particular, I saw how to make 
nails in a tutorial video. It's an interesting fact that it's a hemispherical deformation





Floor lamp production process is also interesting. I found this floor lamp when I was searching for some pictures of table 
lamps on the Internet. I think having a relatively heavy object placed next to the table adds to the sense of harmony. 
Therefore, I drew the rough three views of the floor lamp in photoshop, and then started modeling.
In the process of modeling, I found that the floor lamp should also have a wire. I refer to a video on making ropes and an 
instructional video on making chains. It works like this: draw a curve with the curve tool, then select the curve and the 
object and click 'extrude'. The number of the final adjustment surface to the desired value, we are done. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIqZKh0lWkw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7lVqxvYg9U



After finishing it, I suddenly wanted to change the wire into a snake to contrast with the warm atmosphere of the fairy 
tale, so I made the wire very thick on purpose. However, after this, when I was rendering, I realized that the floor lamp 
would probably not appear in the animation shots, so I gave up the UV texture of the snake pattern on the wire.



The computer was a model I was quite happy with, even though it was based on an instructional video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsdxXoT7TKE&list=PLGXpVQQsgtaL4iQ6WFEBTt0Ok53tBF2SJ&index=23

After I created the base shape, hold down CTRL and right mouse button, then select environment edge 
tool-go to environment edge and split. After that, I split it twice with chamfered edges (I first adjusted 
the score, but it didn't get to my desired position, and then I found out I had to adjust the offset). I 
find that a lot of the lines on the computer are symmetrical. So I'm going to use the ambient edge tool 
to make the center line, and then I 'm going to use the chamfering edge tool to make the center line 
two. I have used this step many times in making computer models, and I have found it very useful. 
 
When I was working on a computer keyboard, I used the Insert Edge Loop Tool. Its purpose is to provide a lot of lines 
to the plane. This step can also be applied to the overly sharp corners of the keyboard after the initial build (I found that 
pressing 3 had no effect, so I added a lot of lines to each corner)



My camera wasn't working properly. It was supposed to be a circular groove, but I made the top half less curved than 
the bottom half, which was very uneven. I went back and forth between the wireframe and 3, and after deleting a few 
lines, the shape of the circle was a little better.
When I made the pen container, I found that the horizontal line could be made with the connecting tool. In edge mode, 
use the link tool (holding down the middle of the mouse and rolling the wheel up once is used to add thread, and 
repeated operation can become knitting effect)
 
I didn't do the pen part properly, as you can see in the rendered video. The original method of making it should be: 
select all the faces, copy the faces, then select all the faces, press CTRL to reduce the thickness of the pen cap after 
the selection with the extrusion tool. But I made some interludes between the tip and the body of the pen during the 
squeeze, which made it look abnormal.



The process I used to make the top of the vase was roughly this: every time a point is spaced, select the point on the 
other edge, and then pull out the height difference to make it zigzag. 
In order to make the edges of the vase look beautiful, I used a variety of methods to adjust the edges. I didn't want 
the edges to look too smooth, but I also didn't want it to be as sharp as a crystal cup, so I ended up combining the 
chamfering method. 
Flowers is a resource that comes with Maya in the form of window-regular edit-visor (sample library) -flowers 
mesh-tulip tig.mel, Tulip open.mel. After finishing painting the brush, select modify - transform -Paint Effects to 
polygon. Unfortunately, the flowers' stickers don't seem to follow the project files. After I opened Maya on another 
computer, I had to reload the flowers to see the colors.

The process of 
making a book is 
roughly as follows: 
chamfering the edges 
on one side, then 
adding lines with 
the multi-cutting 
tool. Copying the 
previous method of 
making pen caps, the 
outermost cover of 
the book was copied 
out, and then all the 
objects were selected 
and the pages were 
deleted to enlarge the 
shell.



Scene integration & Textures

When I made UV maps for my laptop, I used images from my 
own laptop desktop. I found that the edge lines of the computer 
were so many and messy that I could not figure out which line 
corresponded to which part when I divided them. To solve this 
problem, I changed to face mode. After constantly observing the 
facing part of the notebook, I decided to do it by stretching the 
UV map. The bad thing about stretching is that it always distorts 
the image where the two parts are connected, so I expanded the 
part of the UV map that I could expand and got a little bit better. 
I tried many times the keyboard part of the UV, always did not 
have a good solution. I'd love to have a letter on the keyboard, 
but for now I need to learn more about it.

I didn't get the handle on the coffee cup right. It's supposed to be 
cylindrical, but I can only make half a cylinder.



When mapping the vase, I was going to use color mapping and photoshop to create a translucent effect. However, I 
found that the new material I created also worked well on the vase. So, I tried to combine them. But I never found 
transparency in the Settings option. I guess it has something to do with the material you choose.



 The UV of the desk is relatively simple. I selected the UV shell, and with create - auto, I split the surface UV out.

Table texture map source:
https://www.52112.com/pic/376639.html



When using UV maps for the book, I took into account that the book cover and page colors would be different, so I set 
up two new materials in hypershade. Considering that paper objects don't reflect light, I chose lambert as the original 
material.

Sources for the cover include:

https://www.booktopia.com.au/blog/2018/12/31/beautiful-australian-book-covers-of-2018/
http://www.enchantressdesignandpromo.com/p/book-covers-pre-made-and-custom.html
https://99designs.com.au/book-cover-design/contests/design-simple-yet-effective-cover-minimalist-vegan-
book-762867
http://janehousham123.blogspot.com/2014/03/book-covers-vanishing-bodies-trapped.html
https://www.designcrowd.com/design/10650505
https://www.hiretheworld.com/book-cover-design/contests/book-cover-design-for-epic-fantasy-novel-enchantress/
nausigeo/entry/73254/



Animation

I once made a failed attempt to do animation. 
I want the pen moving to affect the pens next to it, and cause them to appear as a rigid body collision. I tried many 
times, but I didn't succeed. At first I didn't find bullet, but later I opened it in the window-plugin manager. Later, I set 
the pen container as a passive rigid body, the other pens as a group of rigid body objects, and the leading pen as an 
active rigid body. However, it may be due to my leading role action range and direction is not correct, resulting in no 
substantial collision between the pen and the pen. After a cursory look at the computer-generated animation, I decided 
to make the animation in the most basic way.
When setting up the camera, I only used a camera with a target at the beginning. However, I added a camera when 
I realized that sticking the focus on the object didn't give me the full picture. I used the camera with the target as a 
camera for the close-up and the other camera as a camera for the scene. I found the benefits to be obvious, but in the 
process of using it, I found that I was easily confused by the chaotic camera lens, so that I could not comb the sequence 
information of all the shots in the first time. 



Another problem was that I found it very difficult to change the middle keyframe after I added a few keyframes to 
the camera. After a few failed attempts, I had to delete and reset the keyframes in the second half.
Although the process of trying multiple cameras was difficult, I gained a lot of experience in setting up cameras. 
I think when I tried Maya again, I knew how to set up and run multiple cameras. I need a plan in advance that 
says which shot should be implemented with which camera. In addition, I need to explore what makes the camera 
wobble. This happens a lot in my animations, especially when the target point is attached to a moving object.

Rendering

I didn't choose the Arnold renderer because the computer was running slowly.

The first render (frame 1-462) went well, but when I did the batch rendering again, I was told there was an error. I 
tried to close Maya in the task manager, but it didn't work. 
After searching Google for relevant information, I found that it was because the Maya software was not completely 
closed. So I rebooted the computer and the problem was solved. 
I noticed a color difference between the rendered image and the previewed image in the Maya software. Compared 
to the preview image, the rendered image is darker and more colorful, which is not what I expected. I also tried to 
correct this problem with color palette when I put the image sequence in AE and PR for post processing.



Other References

Images

https://www.e2contractlighting.co.uk/product/wood-tripod-floor-lamp-base-cl-36812/

Sounds

https://freesound.org/people/vox_artist/sounds/513617/
https://freesound.org/people/InspectorJ/sounds/411161/
https://freesound.org/people/danlucaz/sounds/499400/
https://freesound.org/people/GoodByte/sounds/442911/
https://freesound.org/people/Mafon2/sounds/349913/
https://freesound.org/people/TheLukasBanana/sounds/417241/
https://freesound.org/people/kyles/sounds/450845/
https://freesound.org/people/DDmyzik/sounds/476713/
https://freesound.org/people/MATTIX/sounds/441415/
https://freesound.org/people/Setuniman/sounds/169228/
https://freesound.org/people/Setuniman/sounds/188709/
https://freesound.org/people/acclivity/sounds/30606/
https://freesound.org/people/Kinoton/sounds/351256/


